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CAMBODIA MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY MORE THAN HALF. THEY ALSO
REPORT THAT PRC MILITARY PERSONNEL ARE NOW STATIONED IN
SOUTHERN CAMBODIA. FINALLY, A FORMER KHMER ROUGE SOLDIER
WHO DEFECTED TO THE RESISTANCE REPORTED SEEING PRINCE
SIHANOUK WORKING AS A JANITOR IN A PHNOM PENH HOSPITAL.
END SUMMARY .
1. THE RESISTANCE. TWO KEY LEADERS OF THE CAMBODIAN RESISTANCE, SEPT 24, DESCRIBED TO EMBOFF THE STRENGTH, WEAKNESSES AND ACTIVITIES OF THE CAMBODIAN RESISTANCE BASED IN AND OPERATING OUT OF THAILAND. THEIR ACCOUNT FOLLOWS (BOTH LEADERS HAVE BEEN WELL-KNOWN BY FRIEND OF EMBASSY FOR TWO YEARS. WE HAVE NO RPT NO REASON TO QUESTION THEIR RELIABILITY, BUT OF COURSE IT IS DIFFICULT TO ASSESS THE ACCURACY OF THEIR INFORMATION).

2. THE THAI-CAMBODIAN BORDER IS DIVIDED BY RESISTANCE FORCES INTO FIVE SECTORS:

A. KOH KONG/PURSAT SECTOR OF CAMBODIA, OPERATED FROM THAILAND'S TRAT PROVINCE. THE KOH KONG SECTOR HAS 100 MEN, HALF OF WHOM ARE LOCATED SIX KILOMETERS WITHIN CAMBODIA AND HALF IN TRAT PROVINCE, THAILAND. EIGHTY OF THE 100 ARE FORMER KHMER ROUGE SOLDIERS WHO HAVE DEFECTED TO THE RESISTANCE. AS IN ALL SECTORS, KOH KONG/PURSAT TROOPS PRIMARILY CONDUCT RECONNAISSANCE MISSIONS IN CAMBODIA, ALTHOUGH RESISTANCE FORCES HAVE BLOWN UP ONE BRIDGE AND FIVE RESISTANCE SOLDIERS HARASSED A CAMBODIAN MILITARY CAMP CONTAINING ROUGHLY SIXTY KHMER ROUGE. THE TROOPS SUFFER FROM MALARIA, EASILY CONTRACTED IN THE MOSQUITO-INFESTED ROUGH, JUNGLE MOUNTAIN TERRAIN OF THE BORDER AREA OF KOH KONG.

B. SOUTHERN BATTAMBANG/PAILIN SECTOR OPERATIONS CONDUCTED SECRET
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FROM THAILAND'S CHANTHABURI PROVINCE, WITH 300 MEN.

C. NORTHERN BATTAMBANG-WESTERN ODDAR MEANCHEY SECTOR, OPERATING FROM NORTH OF ARANYAPRATHET. WITH 300 MEN, THE TROOPS CONDUCT RECONNAISSANCE MISSIONS INTO THE POLITICALLY SENSITIVE NORTHWEST CAMBODIAN REGION. RESISTANCE MAINTAINS TWO SMALL FORWARD BASES IN CAMBODIA. ROUGHLY ONE HUNDRED OF THE MEN ARE FORMER SOLDIERS OF THE KHMER REPUBLIC. TWO HUNDRED ARE NEW RECRUITS WHICH COME PRIMARILY FROM THE REFUGEE CAMP AT ARANYAPRATHET. WHEN NOT ON MISSIONS, THEY RETURN TO THE CAMP. SMALL TEAMS ARE DESPATCHED FOR THE RECONNAISSANCE MISSIONS, WHICH REQUIRE ROUGHLY A MONTH, ROUND TRIP. MISSIONS HAVE GONE AS FAR INTO CAMBODIA AS TONLE SAP, BUT MOST MISSIONS (AT THAI ARMY INSISTANCE) GO NO FURTHER THAN TEN TO FIFTEEN KILOMETERS INSIDE CAMBODIA. A FEW KHMER ROUGE SOLDIERS ATTEMPTING TO DEFECT HAVE JOINED THE RESISTANCE FORCES IN THIS SECTOR.

D. EASTERN ODDAR MEANCHEY SECTOR, OPERATING OUT OF SURIN PROVINCE, THAILAND, WITH 400 MEN.

E. PREAH VIHEAR SECTOR, OPERATING FROM SISAKHET THAILAND,
WITH 300 MEN. TROOPS ARE MAINLY MONTAGNARD CAMBODIANS AND POSSIBLY FORMER "BLACK COBRAS" OF KHMER REPUBLIC.

3. OPERATING INDEPENDENTLY ARE 400 TROOPS UNDER FORMER GENERAL CHANTARANGSEY IN KOMPONG SPEU PROVINCE NEAR PHNOM PENH. OUR INFORMANTS SAID THE GENERAL'S TROOPS HAVE AMBUSHED KHMER ROUGE CONVOYS OCCASIONALLY.

4. EMBOFF INFERRED THAT COL. KETH RETH, FORMER COMMANDER OF THE PAILIN SECTOR, NOW SERVES AS LIAISON IN BANGKOK TO THE "ANGEL" OF THE RESISTANCE, EAR NGUON, A FORMER GUN MERCHANT IN PAILIN WHO NOW OUSTENTIABLY IS A GEM MERCHANT IN BANGKOK. EAR NGUON FINANCES ALL THE OPERATIONS ALONG ALL FIVE SECTORS. CONTRIBUTIONS, OUR INFORMANTS CLAIMED, SECRET.
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ARE ALL PRIVATE. EAR NGUON ALSO AUTHORIZES ALL MISSIONS. HE ALSO APPARENTLY IS THE MAJOR CONTACT POINT WITH THE ROYAL THAI ARMY. THE RESISTANCE (EAR NGUON) PAYS FOR ITS OWN SUPPLIES, BUT THAIS, AT LEAST EARLIER, ASSISTED WITH TRANSPORTATION. (WE HAVE AN UNCONFIRMED REPORT FROM A DIFFERENT SOURCE THAT FORMER DEPUTY PM PRAPHAT IS INVOLVED IN FINANCING THE CAMBODIAN RESISTANCE.)

5. RTA SOLDIERS ACCOMPANY THE CAMBODIANS ON MOST, IF NOT ALL, THEIR MISSIONS INTO CAMBODIA. AS QUID PRO QUO FOR THAI PERMISSION FOR CAMBODIANS TO CONDUCT THEIR OPERATIONS THE CAMBODIANS ARE EXPECTED TO PROVIDE THE RTG ALL INTELLIGENCE DERIVED DURING THE MISSIONS.

6. THE RESISTANCE IS PLAGUED BY MALARIA, SHORTAGE OF FUNDS, LACK OF AMMUNITION AND THE ABSENCE OF EXTERNAL SUPPORT. WHEREAS THE THAI COOPERATED WELL EARLIER, DURING THE PAST THREE MONTHS THAI COOPERATION HAS DIMINISHED CONSIDERABLY. RESISTANCE LEADERS BELIEVE THE THAIS SUSPECT THAT KHMER ROUGE OPERATIVES MAY HAVE INFILTRATED THE RESISTANCE FORCES.

7. COUNTER-REVOLUTION IN CAMBODIA. ECHOING EARLIER REPORTS (REF A, WHICH WE BELIEVE MAY BE A DIFFERENT SOURCE), SOURCES DESCRIBED AN EXTENSIVE AND LETHAL PURGE WHICH TRANSPERED IN JULY. PLOT CENTERED IN BATTAMBANG PROVINCE, BUT EXTENDED TO THE TOP OF THE ADMINISTRATION IN PHNOM PENH. THOSE GUILTY IN THE COUP PLOT, AS IT WAS TERMED, WERE EXECUTED IN JULY, INCLUDING INFORMATION MINISTER HU NIM, OLD GUARD KHMER ROUGE HOU YOUN, AND CHHAKREY, HITHERTO UNKNOWN BUT WHO IS THOUGHT TO HAVE BEEN A MIDDLE MAN BETWEEN THE CENTRAL FIGURES IN PHNOM PENH AND THEIR MILITARY ALLIES IN BATTAMBANG. A POLICE COMMISSIONER, TWO DISTRICT CHIEFS, AND A DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL CHIEF WERE ALSO IMPLICATED IN SECRET.
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THE PLOT AND EXECUTED. OF THE REGIMENTS ASSIGNED TO
THE NW REGION, THE 20TH AND 60TH, (BUT NOT RPT NOT THE 30TH)
WERE REPORTEDLY INVOLVED IN THE COUP PLOT. ACCORDING TO OUR
INFORMANTS' INTELLIGENCE, THE TWO REGIMENTS WERE EFFECTIVELY
ELIMINATED WITH THE EXECUTION OF MANY IF NOT MOST OF BOTH
LEADERSHIP AND TROOPS OF THE REGIMENTS. THEY WERE REPLACED BY
THE 40TH REGIMENT KNOWN AS "POL POT'S REGIMENT."
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DEPT MAY WISH TO PASS TO CINCPAC FOR POLAD

8. STORY DOES NOT END THERE, HOWEVER. THE SUPPOSEDLY LOYAL
30TH REGIMENT IS COMANDED BY MIT (COMRADE) NAM, WHO IS KNOWN
TO BE DISSATISFIED WITH THE REGIME IN PHNOM PENH AND, WHO,
RESISTANCE LEADERS HOPE, IS WILLING TO COLLABORATE WITH THE
RESISTANCE. A MISSION WAS SENT TO BATTAMBAND ABOUT THREE WEEKS
AGO WITH INSTRUCTIONS TO CONTACT REGIMENTAL COMMANDER NAM AND
RESISTANCE LEADERS AWAIT ANXIOUSLY THE MISSION'S RETURN. THE 30TH
REGIMENT IS COMPOSED OF 900 MEN (SIC) IN THREE BATTALIONS, BTNS
301, 320, AND 347.
9. Our informants commented that the reception leadership struggle formed part of a process which would lead eventually to the elimination of the older "intellectual" leadership, trained in Hanoi (and France). The harshness of the Cambodian revolution could be attributed to the "purism" of the Khmer Rouge leadership. Implication of this assessment seemed to be that the shadowy figures actually running Cambodia may be even "purer" and thereby secret.

FOREMORESEVEREINIMPLEMENTINGTHEIRREVOLUTIONARYTEXTSTHAN
THE"INTELLECTUALS"WHOHASYBAEEILEMINATED.WITHOUTFURTHER
EXPLANATION,SOURCESASSERTEDTHATTHENEWLEADERSHIPMIGHT
COMEFROMTHEKHMERLOEU,THEMOUNTAINTRIBESINMONDOLKIRIAND
RATANAKIRIPROVINCESINNORTHEASTCAMBODIA.

10. Conditions in Cambodia. Our informants said that conditions varied widely in Cambodia. Life was most dire in Battambang and Siem Reap provinces. Kompong province is the most prosperous. They had little information on eastern Cambodia. Although the Khmer Rouge continue to seek to identify and eliminate anyone associated with the former regime, famine, and disease have become the greatest threat to life in Cambodia. Malnutrition, malaria, intestinal disease, and now beriberi are reducing the population. Starvation is taking a greater toll, a fact which informants found damnable since they said Cambodia's rice harvest earlier this year was good. Interlocutors said that production had been sufficient to feed all Cambodians but Angka is stockpiling rice and exporting even more, presumably to China, to satisfy trade import requirements. Sources calculated that 41,000 Cambodians have died in Kompot and Pursat provinces. They commented that it was not uncommon for more than half the population of a pillage to have perished. Both interlocutors estimated that there are only three million of the former seven million Cambodians still alive. The fruit of the Khmer Rouge rule might well be the extinction of the Cambodian race, in their assessment.

11. Chinese in Cambodia. Informants said there were a few North Koreans in Cambodia but the most visible foreign group comes from the PRC. A recent defector from the Khmer Rouge told one of the leaders that there are 500 PRC military personnel stationed in Kompong province. Informants are aware of three Chinese Medical and Agricultural teams stationed in Battambang. Groups of about sixty technicians are stationed in a big villa outside.
BATTAMBANG ENROUTE TO PAILIN, IN THE MAIN HOTEL IN BATTAMBANG AND IN "THE MOTEL" OF BATTAMBANG.

12. BORDER SKIRMISHES. CHINESE WERE ALSO REAR ECHELON ADVISORS IN THE CAMBODIAN ATTACK THIS SPRING ON VIET-NAM'S HA TIEN AREA, ACCORDING TO REPORTS REACHING RESISTANCE FORCES. REASON, SOURCES CONCLUDED, WAS PLEASURE IN PEKING OVER ANY DIFFICULTIES HANOI MIGHT SUFFER.

13. PRINCE SIHANOUK. ANOTHER RECENT DEFECTOR FROM THE KHMER ROUGE TOLD ONE OF OUR INTERLOCUTORS THAT HE, AFTER BEING WOUNDED AND HOSPITALIZED, HAD SEEN SIHANOUK IN A HOSPITAL IN PHNOM PENH. THE PRINCE AND HIS WIFE, MONIQUE, WORK IN THE FIELDS ALL DAY AND ARE ON THE JANITORIAL STAFF OF THE HOSPITAL AT NIGHT. ACCORDING TO THIS ACCOUNT, SIHANOUK TOLD THE CURIOUS PATIENTS AT THE HOSPITAL THAT HE PERFORMED THIS LABOR TO SERVE AS A MODEL FOR OTHERS IN DEMOCRATIC CAMBODIA.

14. COMMENT: DURING COURSE OF DISCUSSION, CAMBODIANS WERE REMINDED EXPLICITLY THAT THE U.S. GOVERNMENT COULD NOT RPT NOT BECOME INVOLVED IN THEIRS OR OTHER INTERNAL STRUGGLES, NOR COULD THE U.S. SUPPLY SUPPORT FOR THEIR CAUSE.

15. THE SOURCES IMPRESS ONE AS HIGHLY INTELLIGENT, ARTICULATE AND DEDICATED BUT ALSO REALISTIC ABOUT THE EXTREMELY LIMITED PROSPECTS FOR THEIR SUCCESS UNDER FORESEEABLE CIRCUMSTANCES.

16. THIS RELATIVELY DIRECT ACCOUNT OF TROUBLES IN BATTAMBANG AND IN THE CENTRAL LEADERSHIP MAKES MORE CREDIBLE EARLIER, ESSENTIALLY SIMILAR REPORTS INDICATING THAT KHMER ROUGE LEADERSHIP MAY NOT BE STABLE. RECENT MYSTERIOUS ABSENCE OF PM POL POT, HIS TEMPORARY REPLACEMENT DURING THAT PERIOD BY NUON CHEA, AND REFERENCE TO POL POT'S REGIMENT IN BATTAMBANG, COULD MEAN THAT POL POT HAS BEEN IN BATTAMBANG ATTEMPTING TO RESOLVE PROBLEMS SECRETLY.

ANGKA IS HAVING IN NORTHWEST CAMBODIA.

17. THAI ARMY SUPPORT FOR RESISTANCE IS NOT RPT NOT NEWS. HOWEVER THIS REPORT PROVIDES ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE STRUCTURAL LINKAGE BETWEEN THE RESISTANCE AND THE THAI ARMY. AS FOR THE COOLER THAI ATTITUDE TOWARD THE RESISTANCE IN RECENT MONTHS, WE ASSUME THAT IT MAY STEM PARTLY FROM SUSPICIONS ABOUT THE REAL IDENTITY OF THE RESISTANCE FORCES, AS SUGGESTED. HOWEVER, THIS MAY ALSO STEM FROM THAI CONCERN OVER TOO OBVIOUS INVOLVEMENT IN CAMBODIAN RESISTANCE ACTIVITIES AT A TIME WHEN THE RTG IS PUBLICLY SEEKING NEGOTIATIONS WITH CAMBODIA. WHITEHOUSE